AbsWct-Typically, Al shells have a Ptolemaic view of their universe. Although some shells provide advanced interfacing capabilities and others can be embedded within a conventional application, most cannot be easily integrated as closely-coupled components of a larger problem-solving system. This paper discusses the requirements of a problem-solving architecture that can: l be tightly embedded within other architectures and l coexist with multiple instances of itself and of other problem-solvers. The additional effort needed to produce an embedable problem-solving an%itecture is minor, compated to the substantial increase in applicability of the architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
A SINGLE knowledge representation and reasoning system is seldom ideal for all aspects of an ambitious AI application. In such an application, some portions of the application might be well suited to one approach while others might be suited to a very different approach. A problem-solving environment that provides an integrated collection of representation languages and reasoning techniques addresses the need for problem-solving heterogeneity. To function as elements of an integrated collection, the individual systems must be amenable to operating with other problem-solving systems in the context of a larger problemsolver.
Integrating multiple expert systems and problem-solving representations becomes increasingly important as the scope of AI applications grows beyond restricted domains. General approaches to integration include: l Emulation: Select one problem-solving framework as the base language and use it to implement the other frameworks. This approach requires considerable effort in order to implement all the desired frameworks in a single representation, and the emulation effort must be repeated whenever a different base language is selected. Performance can also Manuscript received March 2, 1990 , revised August 20, 1990 . This work was supported in part by gifts from Texas Instruments, Inc., by the National Science Foundation under CER Grant DCR-8500332, and by the Office of Naval Research under a University Research Initiative Grant (Contract NOOO14-86-K-0764).
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suffer as frameworks are recorded (with varying quality and optimization) in the base language rather than their original implementation language. Distribution: Place each problem-solving framework in a different process or machine and exchange messages among them. This approach often involves distinct processes or even networked machines that interact using communication protocol suggestive of a blackboard system. Such a paste-up approach increases hardware costs; adds to system complexity; and adds communication overhead. For example, using distributed system techniques to implement a heterogeneous blackboard application ignores the important issue of opportunistic control of individual KS activations, and typically results in poor resource utilization and unfocused problem-solving activity. Embedding: Convert AI representation languages and shells to callable modules that support multiple independent knowledge bases and local working-memories. The embedding approach requires some additional effort in implementing a problem-solving architecture, or in modifying an existing one. However, once a problem-solver is embedable,' it can be easily integrated with other problem-solvers. In general, embedding is the preferred solution to attaining heterogeneous language representations.
The form of embedding we consider here, in which a problemsolver is made coresident with other problem solvers in the same Common Lisp environment, differs from integrating an AI shell as the sole problem-solving component of an application. We are concerned with closely coupled problem-solvers that share a common (Common Lisp) address space, and can easily access and manipulate shared data. We are also concerned with issues of debugging and refining the individual problem-solvers in the context of the entire application. Thus, the issues we address involve more than constructing a problem-solving architecture that can be invoked, as a subroutine, with a few parameter values and that returns a few result values on completion.
We began developing specifications for embedable problemsolving architectures with a simple goal: integrating a classic rule-based AI language (OPS5 [l]) into the UMass Generic Blackboard Framework (UMass GBB) [2] , [3] . The UMass GBB system contains a high-performance blackboard database compiler and run-time system that can be extended into a complete blackboard-development framework by selecting a control shell and appropriate knowledge-source (KS) representation languages. In early versions of UMass GBB, application developers coded KS's directly in Common Lisp using functions provided by GBB's blackboard-database run-time system, Although Common t Whether the term "embedable" is a suitable extension of English is controversial. We acquiesce to increasingly common practice by using embedable to succinctly describe an architecture that can be embedded within a larger system.
Lisp is an appropriate language for coding computational KS's, other KS's are expressed more naturally using rule-or framebased AI languages. In additional to domain-independent KS languages, a particular application may require a domain-specific reasoning system as a KS language (for example, a model-based diagnosis module).
Some blackboard frameworks provide a single, specialized language for writing KS's [4], [5] . We envisioned a different approach with UMass GBB. Why not allow KS's to be coded in the most appropriate AI language? Thus, KS's could be written in native Common Lisp, OPS5, Prolog, and other popular Al shells and languages. In this way, the independence of KS's within the blackboard paradigm is extended from the knowledge itself to the language used to codify the knowledge.
Such independence among KS's is a restricted form of the multiarchitecture integration approach exemplified by the ABE project [6] . While ABE uses a recursively defined modtile hierarchy that contains primitive language-framework modules as its leaves, the KS language approach presented here integrates modules as a single-level structure within the blackboard KS framework.2
The cooperating KS model of the blackboard framework is well suited for integrating heterogeneous problem-solvers, and it reduces the complexity of embedding a language framework within a blackboard-based application. From the viewpoint of the blackboard's control components, a KS written in an embedded AI language is no different from a KS written in Common Lisp. Both are modules with specific calling conventions that perform blackboard read/write operations during execution and that return values to the control component upon completion. Integrating heterogeneous problem-solvers as individual KS modules simplifies the integration effort (as compared to ABE), but it limits, to individual KS's, the choice of representation. For blackboard architectures, coupling KS modularity with language integration is a reasonable strategy, and it is the approach we consider in this paper.3
With our vision of embedable KS languages in place, we began modifying OPS5 to make it UMass GBB's first embedded KS language.4 Although conceptually simple, achieving an integration of OPS5 with UMass GBB required dealing with a number of implementation incompatibilities. Use of OPS5 with UMass GBB also highlighted issues related to debugging and refining knowledge represented in OPS5 KS's, in the context of the encompassing application. Our efforts have resulted in both a successfully integrated OPS5 KS language and an improved understanding of the requirements for embedding other AI languages.
The OPS5 integration effort is described below, followed by a general specification for integrating embedable AI shells and languages.
II. OPS5 AND UMASS GBB In a blackboard system (Fig. l) , individual KS's are triggered in response to a specified blackboard activity (such as the creation *Our specifications for integrating problem-solving architectures (Section IV) are similarly related to ABE's black box framework.
3The interface specifications we will present are not limited to KS language modules and, in fact, apply to the use of AI shells as callable inference engines. For example, the Blondie-III blackboard system provides a callable rule-based engine that can be invoked from procedural code with a named rule base [7] .
40PS5 was selected as the initial KS language for use in UMass GBB, for reasons that included popularity and publicly-available Common Lisp source code. All remaining references to OPSS pertain to this public version. or modification of a particular class of blackboard object). If conditions warrant execution of the KS, a KS activation is created and scheduled for execution. A KS activation includes references to the triggered KS, the triggering blackboard objects, and other information that specifies the execution context of the KS. Thus, a KS interested in a particular class of sensory data may be triggered by numerous sensory-input objects and may have numerous activations pending execution, each with a different execution context. What does an activation of an OPS5 KS look like in UMass GBB? Each OPS5 KS has its own knowledge base (KB) that is shared by all activations of the KS. Each activation of an OPS5 KS has its own private working memory (WM). When a KS activation is invoked, its WM is initialized with stimulus data, and control is transferred to the OPS5 inference engine. At this point, one or more OPS5 rules have been triggered by the insertion of the stimulus data into the activation's WM. Some of these rule activations might perform actions that retrieve other objects from the blackboard and place them or some of their attributes into WM. During execution, the KS activation will likely execute rules that create or modify objects on the blackboard. Finally, the activation will return one or more values to GBB's control shell, thereby indicating the completion status of the KS.
The rules in an OPS5 KS activation are triggered only by activities in the activation's WM. There are important reasons for not allowing OPS5 rules to directly trigger on blackboard activities, such as: l to avoid the overhead of matching individual rules in pending OPS5 KS activations that are unlikely to be executed as a result of other problem-solving activities l to avoid the issue of matching OPS5 rules in KS's that have not been triggered and that, therefore, do not have pending KS activations and WM instances. Therefore, the KB and WM of an OPS5 KS activation are conceptually and implementationally distinct from the blackboard as shown in Fig. 2 . This separation preserves the modularity of the blackboard paradigm's cooperating, independent KS model.' The private computations held in WM are not be seen by other activations of OPS5 KS's or by any other KS's in the blackboard application. Similarly, the OPS5 inference engine's conflict-resolution strategy and the blackboard's KS-scheduling cycle are completely independent.
5The MUSE embedded-system blackboard framework [S] enforces a similar memory-separation structure.
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Fig. 2. UMass GBB's blackboard and OPSSs knowledge base (KB) and working memory (WM).
Depending on the UMass GBB control shell used, activating and invoking an OPSS KS can require a number of KS activities. In this paper, we use UMass GBB's simple shell. The simple shell implements the precondition/action KS model first used in the Hearsay-II speech understanding system [9] . In this control model, a KS is composed of two distinct modules: a precondition procedure and an action procedure. The precondition procedure is invoked on a stimulus blackboard object and typically uses the stimulus object as a context for searching for other relevant blackboard objects. If sufficient data are found, the precondition procedure returns a local estimate of the importance of scheduling the action portion of the KS. It is useful to allow either the precondition procedure, the action procedure, or both, to be coded in OPS5. The two procedures are effectively distinct modules (with distinct KB's and WM's), coupled only by a data-passing convention in the stitnulusfresponse frame of the KS activation.
Another way of looking at the relationship between UMass GBB and OPS5 is to consider OPS5's three major components: the OPS5 inference engine and support code, the KB, and the WM. The OPS5 inference engine must be loaded into Common Lisp.6 A KB-library entry is defined and maintained for each OPS5 KS precondition or action procedure. Finally, every OPS5 KS precondition or action procedure that is active (that is, initiated but not completed) requires a distinct WM instance. These component relationships are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Some UMass GBB control shells buffer all blackboard events (the triggers for KS activation) until the end of the currently executing KS. In those shells, KS action procedures written in OPS5 are not interrupted by the execution of precondition procedures. This is not the case with all control shells.
To support multiple, interruptable procedures, additional embedding efforts are required. We define three embedding levels, which are based on KB-library entry and WM instance-execution relationships, and which are increasingly powerful: l Serially reusable: A serially reusable embedable-language architecture must be able to be invoked repeatedly on a library entry of a KB with an appropriately initialized WM. Multiple KB's and WM's: As with most AI shells and languages, the publicly available OPS5 implementation does not support multiple KB-library entries or WM instances. To achieve this capability, we collapsed all global information associated with an OPS5 KS into KB-library entry and WM context objects.* Therefore, running OPS5 on a particular KB library entry and WM instance simply required supplying the appropriate context objects to the, OPS5 inference engine.
We also provided a means for defining, compiling, storing, invoking, and potentially redefining each KB-library entry. Each KB entry is named, and a particular KB entry is defined by enclosing the rules within a KB definition form, as follows:
(define-kb 'ops name (ruler rule2 . . . rule,)).
sThe original implementation contained well over 200 global variables! Many were eliminated using Common Lisp lexical binding techniques. Property list information was also moved into the appropriate context objects. 3) ))))) (make supporting-hype ^hyps <found-hype>) (make count -count 0)) Fig. 4 . An OPS5 rule.
Call Back and Lists: When invoked, an OPS5 KS precondition or action procedure uses UMass GBB's run-time blackboard routines. Since both UMass GBB and OPS5 are coded in Common Lisp, interaction might appear to be a simple issue. In fact, even with OPSS's external routine capabilities, interfacing with UMass GBB required substantial modifications.
For example, UMass GBB's principal blackboard-retrieval operator is find-units. In find-units, a blackboard retrieval pattern is specified as a nested list of retrieval specifications and data values. However, since OPS5 does not support a list data type, how could an OPS5 KS directly represent a retrieval pattern? If lists were not added to OPS5, then a special interface between OPS5 and find-units would be needed.
Further, find-units returns a list of the retrieved blackboard objects. In this case, the need for a list data type could be circumvented by entering each of the returned objects as a separate WM element. However, this approach hides the common retrieval relationship among the returned objects. Another approach is to use an OPS5 vector-attribute to contain the returned items. The disadvantage with this approach is lack of control over the number of retrieved elements and, therefore, a potentially unbounded WM element size. Simply adding the returned items as individual WM elements is also unacceptable, because the relationship among the items is lost.
Since lists were needed to represent UMass GBB patterns, we extended OPS5 to include a list data type that contained a special header that makes each list appear atomic to OPS5. We added the following pseudo-list operators to OPS5: $cons, $first, $Iist, $quote,' and $rest.
The external routine interface in OPS5 is cumbersome to use from a Common Lisp environment. In particular, a subroutine must explicitly manage the passing of values through OPS5's result element. This would require GBB's run-time routines to know when they are invoked by a call back from OPS5. Instead, we added a new OPS5 operator, cl-call, that automatically manages result-element values, allowing any number of evaluated arguments to be passed to an external Common Lisp function. Multiple values returned by the Common Lisp function are automatically placed into the result element for extraction within OPS5. CI-call also transparently supports the pseudo-list datatype extensions. multiple values to the calling routine. It returns nil if the last recognize-act cycle evaluates an OPS5 halt operator or if no further rules remain to be fired.
Tracing, Stepping, and Debugging: Tracing, stepping, and debugging an OPS5 KS execution is also an issue. OPS5 provides its own interactive command loop, watch, and trace facilities. In the modified OPS5, these facilities are disabled by default, and they are selectively enabled on specified OPS5 KS activations. Our first approach was to extend the OPS5 initialization command to specify whether an invocation of the KB should enter OPS5's interactive command loop for debugging purposes." The initialization command is also used to control the tracing (watch) level and the enabling of history recording (for backing up).
There are two disadvantages to this approach. First, a single KB activation can be invoked many times during a blackboard application (once per KS activation). Only a particular invocation may be of interest for debugging. This means that the KBspecific, command-loop entry predicate, specified in the OPS5 initialization command, must be conditional on the initial contents of WM. The second disadvantage is that the debugging information is kept within the KB-library entry itself. To enable or disable debugging, the desired KB(s) must be individually edited or redefined. However, a global specification of debugging needs is more appropriate. By having each language architecture provide a facility for specifying and modifying the debugging and tracing specifications for its KB-library entries, languagespecific details are retained within the language module, but general debugging and tracing specifications can be provided by the parent system (see next section).
IV. AN INTERFACE FOR EMBEDABLE ARCHITECTURES
What have we learned from our modifications of OPS5? What generalizations can we make for repeating the procedure with other AI shells and languages?
To review, OPS5 required the following modifications in order to be embedded within UMass GBB: l The ability to define and maintain a library of multiple, independent KB instances. l The ability to be called as a subroutine with a particular library entry of its KB on an appropriately initialized WM.
loIf the OPS5 debugging command loop is enabled, the OPS5 invocation does not immediately return when a return-values or halt command is evaluated or when there are no further rules to execute. Instead, an explicit command-loop exit command must be entered. This requirement is especially useful when investigating rule-firing stagnation. AND DATA ENGINEERING, VOL. 3, NO. 1, MARCH 1991 The ability to debug, step, and trace individual KB invocations. These capabilities are represented in the following interface specification for serially reusable, embedable-language architectures. By extending each language architecture to meet these interface specifications, the details of managing KB's and WM's are hidden within the embedded architecture, yet they remain accessible from the encompassing system (Fig. 5) . Such modularity is important, especially if proprietary KB representation mechanisms are to be used within a larger system. The Interface Specifications: The following interface specifications are presented from a Common Lisp perspective and use Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) capabilities: initialize-language language
[Function] Performs all initalizations for the specified KS representation language, language, except those that are specific to a particular KB-library entry of the language. This function is called once, regardless of the number of KB-library entries that are to be defined or invoked for the language. Furthermore, this function must be called before any of the related generic functions. The function returns a CLOS object representing language (used for method dispatching). define&b language-instance kb-name & optional kb-declarations compile-p [Generic Function] Creates and initalizes a new KB-library entry named kb-name in the KS representation language specified by languageinstance. If kb-name already exists, the function redefines it on the basis of the KB initialization data specified jn kbdeclarations, if any. If compile-p is true and the specified KS-representation language supports KB compilation, the KBlibrary entry is compiled. The function returns a KB-library entry object. delete&b language-instance kb [Generic Function] Deletes the kb entry from the KS representation language specified by language-instance. The resulting state of the language is as if the deleted KB-library entry had never been "OPSS does not allow external calls to be placed in the left-hand side of rules, an inconvenience that was not remedied. defined (that is, all signs of its existence are erased). edit&b language-instance kb & optional compile-p [Generic Function] Instructs the representation language specified by languageinstance to provide interactive editing support for its kb entry, if the language supports interactive KB editing. If compile-p is true and the specified KS representation language supports KB compilation, the KB-library entry is compiled when editing is completed. invoke&b language-instance kb initialization-forms [Generic Function] Instructs the KS representation language specified by languageinstance to begin executing using KB kb and to initialize a new WM instance on the basis of initialization-forms. Note that the value of initialization-forms is dependent on the language. The function returns, as multiple values, result values specified in the exit&b generic function.
exit-kb {result}* [Generic Function] Performs cleanup activities for the invocation of the KBlibrary entry that is currently executing.'* The result values are returned, as multiple values, by the invoke-kb generic function. debug-kb language-instance kb & optional [Generic Function] {debug-specification}+ Causes the KS representation language specified by languageinstance to prompt the user for information on how invocations of the kb entry are to be debugged.
Optionally, by using the debug-specifcahon argument, information about tracing, stepping, and breaking techniques can be specified. These techniques are especially important when multiple KB-library entries of multiple KS representation languages are used within the same application. Step. An arbitrary predicate can be specified using the optional pred argument, which supplies conditional information for the debugging specifications that are specific to the KS representation language. load&b language-instance kb-name file-name [Generic Function] Instructs the KS representation language specified by languageinstance to load KB data from the file-name file into the kb entry. The function returns the KB-library entry object. save&b language-instance kb file-name [Generic Function] Instructs the KS representation language specified by languageinstance to save KB data from the kb entry into the file-name file. Additional Specifications: In addition to the interface functions described above, the following capabilities are required within the embedded system. l The ability to call external routines. In GBB's case, this includes the ability to construct and manipulate list data structures.
l The ability to return values to the calling routine. UMass GBB examples include returning a rating from an OPSS precondition procedure and returning a termination indicator from an OPS5 KS action procedure. The details of these two capabilities are specific to the particular AI shell or language.
Example: A language architecture supporting this interface can be quickly embedded in another system (such as UMass GBB). Here is an example of the control shell interface for an OPS5 precondition-procedure invocation: (defun RUN-PRECONDITION (language-object ks-kb stimulus) (invoke-kb language-object ks-kb '((make (stimulus ,stimulus))))).
v. SUMMARY
A problem-solving architecture can be improved by making it embedable. The embedding approach we presented uses the KS independence of the blackboard paradigm to integrate diverse problem-solving architectures. To demonstrate this approach, we embedded OPS5 within the UMass Generic Blackboard Framework (UMass GBB). Although the task of modifying the publicly available OPS5 implementation to make it embedable required several programmer weeks, designing an AI shell or language with embedding requirements in mind will not significantly complicate the shell's implementation nor reduce its efficiency. The OPS5 modifications have resulted in an easily integrated GBB KS language (distributed with the UMass GBB system) that has been used in several GBB applications.
The OPS5 modifications highlighted some implementation guidelines for developing an embedable system. Assume that, if the system calls another system, it may be called back by that system. Assume that, if the system is to be called by another system, there may be need to call back that system. If possible, perform error handling within the embedded system, rather than expecting the calling system to deal with the error. The interface specifications we presented were refined and tested by the OPS5 embedding experience. Although originally developed specifically for UMass GBB and OPS5, the issues of managing knowledge-base libraries, invoking and exiting a language, and debugging apply to the general problem of integrating heterogeneous problem-solvers into larger systems. These interface specifications are also being used to embed proprietary and third-party KS languages into the commercial GBB product.
Finally, the lessons learned from embedding OPS5 are being applied to GBB itself. When completed, multiple independent blackboard systems, with separate blackboard databases, KS's, and control shells, will be able to be coresident. One known use for this capability is allowing a developer to multiplex programming effort among several applications by simply switching KB and WM context objects.13
